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The Partial Knee and Total Knee Replacement: Recent 
Advances   

 
HISTORY 
Total knee replacement began in 1975 with rather archaic instrumentation.  The partial knee 
technology began in the late 70’s nearly 30 years ago.  Over the next 10-15 years more 
percentage of partial knees were done due to the fact that total knee replacement was not 
dependable.  Even then, with inferior instrumentation, there were many 10-15 year successes.   
 
Now we have at least several companies with excellent partial knee replacements that involve 
small incisions and rapid recovery, including overnight stay only in the hospital.  A new robotic 
technology with computer assistance has also been devised, with an even smaller or less 
invasive incision, more accurate placement and easy outpatient recovery.   
 
After 30 years of experience with partial or uni replacement knees, I can attest to the fact that 
recent improved technology can improve the surgical outcome in properly selected patients.  
Total knee replacement has now reached an era where many should expect up to 20 or more 
years duration with their implant, and a potential permanent expectation with some of the new 
cementless prosthetics.   
 
PARTIAL OR UNI KNEE REPLACEMENT 
As stated in the introduction, this is not a new procedure and has been around for 30 years.  
Instrumentation and innovative mechanics of the actual implant have been improved.  In the 
1980’s the DePuy Company had a partial knee implant that involved a moveable plastic 
bearing between and upper and lower metal surface, which gave long and predictable results 
in the appropriate patient.   
 
Now the Oxford knee has a mobile bearing between two metal components, which moves 
freely on a flat surface.  This does take stress off the lower metal base connected to the bone.  
Occasional pitfalls can be a dislocation of the plastic bearing or lossening of implant.  
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Other companies, including Zimmer have a hemi or partial knee replacement with excellent 
instrumentation and very similar lasting results.  Small incisions, overnight stay in the hospital 
and rapid recovery with less pain are a common denominator in all the partial knees.  

 
                           Zimmer Uni-Knee 
 
INDICATIONS  
This is a critical component of successful partial knee surgery.  Whether mobile bearing or 
fixed bearing type, there are parameters that must be met.  Excessive weight, low bone 
density, involvement of other compartments of the knee with arthritis, and absence of the 
anterior cruciate ligament are most important.  Lifestyle such as heavy industrial work with 
lifting and climbing, or very aggressive athletic activity may overpower the small concentration 
of fixation to the bone.  
 
Indications include medial or inner joint arthritis that is severe and limiting in function, with 
absence of other pathology within the joint.  Most patients will be under 60-65 years of age and 
should not have excessive weight for the bone structure involved.  The cruciate ligament must 
be intact with the Oxford type.   
 
The partial knee can be extended in it’s indication to more elderly patients, particularly if bone 
quality is good.  When the arthritis is limited to the inner side of the joint, and there is presence 
of health hazards in an individual that would be better tolerated using a smaller less invasive 
operation, the Uni knee can give an excellent result.   
 
ADVANTAGES PARTIAL KNEE 
The Oxford mobile bearing or the more traditional Uni knees have similar small, limited incision 
surgeries, with rapid recovery and generally no more than a one overnight stay.  Much less 
rehabilitation is necessary, including decreased physical therapy.  Weight bearing is immediate 
and a feeling of normalcy is obtained much more rapidly than with a total reconstruction.   
 
DISADVANTAGES  
In the mobile bearing knee, there is a small chance of dislocation of the plastic implant.  With 
any of the Uni knee replacement there is always the possibility that it can fail within several 
years requiring a revision to a complete knee implant.  There are significant mechanical forces 
on a small area of resurfacing that can lead to early loosening.  Infection, blood clots and the 
“stiff knee” are much less common with partial knee replacements.    
 
 
 



TOTAL KNEE RECONSTRUCTION 
This has been discussed in a previous article.  Indications are for degenerative or rheumatoid 
arthritis, and post-traumatic arthritis.  Usually there is malalignment of the knee and significant 
extension deficit, or inability to straighten the knee.  Although partial knee replacement is 
making a resurgance in the United States and Europe, the total knee replacement will have 
more frequent indications.   
 
ALTERNATIVES 
For many of the last 25 years the gold standard of complete knee replacement has been with 
cemented fixation.  Now an uncemented implant is becoming more popular, particularly with 
several companies.  The younger, more active population with good bone quality may be 
candiates for this.  New ingrowth surfaces such as tribecular bone may enhance a permanent 
fixation to the patient, decreasing the need for a later revision.   
 
CONCLUSION 
Partial and complete knee replacements have become more dependable surgical outcomes 
with our patient’s, when conservative measures have failed.  Proper selection is key, and the 
hype of marketing should not be over played.   
 
Cementless fixation is on the rise with the younger population as well as partial knee.  
Computer-robotic engineering for the Uni knee is here, and will soon be applied to the partial 
knee and to the patella (kneecap) (femoral joint).  This will give added accuracy and minimal 
bone removal to the surgeon’s expertise, with improved functional results for the patient.  
American technology continues its march in the orthopeadic industry.   
 
 
 
 
 


